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lRemove all packaging material before using the new refrigerator. 
This includes the foam base and all adhesive tape holding the refrigerator 
accessories inside and outside.
lClean both the inside and outside of the refrigerator with wet cloth 
(a little detergent could be added into the warm water to wash the cloth and 
then wipe it again with the clean water);
lPrepare an independent two-pole socket with grounding contact for 
the refrigerator and it shall not share a multi-purpose socket with other 
electrical appliances;

Before use

New refrigerator is coming

NOTE:

。
4
5

>20cm

>10cm

The power line shall not be pressed by fridge or other things to avoid accident lead by the 
damage of power line.
 When the power cable is worn or damaged, you must change it at the repair station 
designated by the manufacturer. 

Before contact the plug to the power soure, please check whether the voltage range of 
the fridge is the same with the power source. 

Attentions 
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Correct Use for Your Refrigerator

 ●Alkaline or weakly alkaline detergent (it might cause cracking of the liner and plastic parts) 

lSoap powder, benzoline, thinner, alcohol and etc (might damage plastic parts) 

lWipe off edible oil or flavoring immediately (might cause cracking of plastic parts) 

Never use following substances to clean the space inside the fridge: 

Attention

Change the light

Don't put inflammable, explosive, volatile 
or strongly corrosive substances into the fridge
 to avoid damaging the fridge or starting fire or 
other accidents. 

Don't put liquid bottles or other closed container 
in the freezer compartment to avoid freezer or 
other damage.

Light parameters: 220V/10W. 
when changing the light,please remove the plug 
and cut off power supply.
Remove the thermostat cover,then change the
light,recover the thermostat(like the picture shall)



The freezer compartment do not store 

more than 20kg food;the drawer do not 

store more than 10kg food.

Cleaning 
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Clean regularly dust from the back of refrigerator and ground.
 
Clean regularly the space inside the refrigerator to avoid any 
unpleasant smell. Before cleaning, pull out the plug and use 
soft towels and neutral detergent and clean it finally with 
clear water. 

Correct Use for Your Refrigerator

Attention



Service and e  limination trouble

Halt

If the fridge will not be used for a long time

Power off

Healthyphenomenon 

Trouble a  end limination

Unable to Freezer

If the condition has not been improved after checking the above items, please connect our after-sale service department. 
If the power cord has been damaged, to avoid danger, it must been renewed by our pointed maintenance personnel.
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Trouble

 pull out the plug to prevent any electric shock or fire due to the ageing of power  
 line; wipe clear the inside of the box; keep  the door open until the inside of the box dry.

 When the fridge is off power, try your best to decrease the times of open the door, 
and it is unsuitable to put fresh food in.

Elimination

Noise

Power off :
Power is abnormal; The fuse break off ; 
The plug is too loose etc.
Please check the plug and fuse, 
the power supply is normal to use the fridge.

Unable to Freezer
well

The around space is not enough;
Door opened & closed too frequently;
Door opened too long time;
Too much food in the fridge;
Hot food in the fridge.

Floor is not flat; the fridge brush up against something 
around;Lay the fridge on the flat floor and steady;and 
separate the fridge keep enough space.

Compressor can't stop

Compressor can't start

Store food too much once;
Door opened & closed too frequently;
Food should separate to put in.
Reduce to open&close the door

Connecting  the power,compressor can't work;
please pull out the plug immediately,after 10min,
connect the power,if the fridge still can't work,
please contact with the repair station designated 
by the manufacturer. 

C ompressor is at  work,it trunk sides,and it does not effect freezer;'s normal to feel hot at 

When the fridge start,it will take long time to be cold if trunk temperature high;

When compressor start,the surface is normally hot,please do not touch it ;

The bicker is the sound  of refrigerating fluid in the capillary tube of the fridge;

The fridge outside will agglomeration if the environment humidity is high.



Saving tips and Service

 Correct Disposal of this product

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with 
other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm 
to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste 
disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of 
material resources. To return your used device, please use the return 
and collection systems or contact the retailer where the product was 
purchased. They can take this product for environmental safe 
recycling.

For household refrigerating appliances, information shall be provided in 
the instruction booklet provided by manufacturers concerning: 
 the combination of drawers, baskets and shelves that result in the most 
efficient use of energy for the appliance, and 
 how to minimise the energy consumption of the household refrigerating 
appliance in the use-phase. 
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